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Abstract—Proteogenomics is an emerging field of systems biology research at the intersection of proteomics and genomics. Two high-throughput technologies, Mass Spectrometry (MS) for proteomics and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) machines for genomics are required to conduct proteogenomics studies. Independently both MS and NGS technologies are inflicted with data deluge which creates problems of storage, transfer, analysis and visualization. Integrating these big data sets (NGS+MS) for proteogenomics studies compounds all of the associated computational problems. Existing sequential algorithms for these proteogenomics datasets analysis are inadequate for big data and high performance computing (HPC) solutions are almost non-existent. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the big data problem of proteogenomics and the associated challenges in analyzing, storing and transferring these data sets. Further, opportunities for high performance computing research community are identified and possible future directions are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proteogenomics is a new and emerging field of biological research which is at the intersection of proteomics and genomics. Proteogenomics has a wide range of applications of crucial importance such as environmental microbiology [1], bacteriology and virology [2], gene annotation [3], human neurology [4], cancer-biology [5] and countering bio-terrorism [6]. Data from two high-throughput technologies need to be combined and integrated for proteogenomics studies: Mass Spectrometry (MS) data (billions of spectra [7]) for proteomics and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data (billions of short DNA reads) for genomics [8], [9]. Independently both of these technologies are inflicted with data deluge which creates problems of storage [10], transfer [11], analysis [12] and visualization [13]. Integrating these big peta-byte level data sets for proteogenomics studies compounds all of the associated computational problems. Tools that can analyze these datasets in a reasonable amount of time are almost non-existent and do not scale well (in time, memory or resources) with large eukaryotic genomes [14], [15].

The state of the art is even bleaker for HPC algorithms for proteogenomics. At the time of writing this paper, the only known HPC algorithm for proteogenomics exploits embarrassingly parallel techniques on large clusters [16]. We are not aware of any fine-grained parallelism approaches using ubiquitous architectures such as graphical processing units (GPU’s) and Intel Phi’s. Consequently, only the most resourceful experimental labs have been able to do large-scale proteogenomics studies using high-performance techniques. Most of the previous proteogenomics studies have been accomplished using serial versions of the scarce tools without a comprehensive framework for analysis [9]. Limited number of available tools with most of them exhibiting poor scalability and the enormous volume of the proteogenomics data is the primary motivator for the need of algorithms that can exploit ubiquitous high-performance architectures.

In this paper we will identify analytic, storage and transmission problems associated with these complex data sets. We will discuss our progress in developing high-performance solutions to storage, analysis and transmission of these proteogenomics data sets. We will further illustrate the possible course that can be taken by the parallel processing research community to solve these big data problems that are likely to have a broad impact.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The understanding of the gene has evolved over time from the classical definition (Mendel’s work) being “unit of heredity” to “...a union of genomic sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially overlapping functional products” [17], especially after the ENCODE project. In other words the definition of “gene that translates one protein which functions” have evolved into becoming “a set of genes from different fragments of the genomes that are translated into proteins that function”. One metaphor popular in describing genes in computational terms is to think of them in terms of various subroutines in a big operating system (OS) [17]. The nucleotides of the genomes are grouped together into a code that is executed through the process of transcription and translation; the genome in this case can be thought of as OS for the living organism. Genes are the individual subroutines that are repeatedly called in the process of transcription. The new ENCODE project gives a different perspective to this and does not fit with the metaphor that a gene is a simple callable routine for the OS. In the new perspective one can enter into a gene subroutine in many different ways and functions. One can still understand the current view if one considers gene transcriptions in terms of parallel threads of execution where the threads do not follow modular subroutines but instead a poorly constructed computer program code with many GOTO statements coming in and out of loops. This new view of genes and proteins have implications for both the genomic and proteomics research.

Traditionally the role of genomics and proteomics communities have been defined. Genomics community was suppose to identify genes and the corresponding proteins. Proteomics communities were more concerned with the function of the
proteins and their expression under different conditions, tissues and cells. Since the definitions of the gene itself is not clear, the proteomics and genomics community must work together to elucidate gene structures and corresponding proteins [9] [17]. This gives rise to the field of proteogenomics. The most effective and high-throughput tools for studying genomics and proteomics are next generation sequencing machines (NGS) [18] and mass spectrometers (MS) [19], respectively. Proteogenomics requires integration and analysis of data from both of these high-throughput technologies. The combination of these two high-throughput data sets gives rise to big data proteogenomics.

The peptides identified by proteogenomics framework have unique information about the gene annotation such as confirming translation, excluding pseudo genes, determining frames for the gene and quality of the protein (not up for degradation), specifying the translation begin- and end-sites, prediction of novel genes and verification of splice variants in large scale studies [14] and distant evolutionary relationships [20]. Below we will list problems in each of the datatypes and the challenges that lie ahead to integrate the framework.

A. Big NGS data and computational challenges

New next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are used for whole-genome/exosome sequencing, transcriptome profiling (RNA-Seq), DNA-protein interactions (ChIP-sequencing). These machines produce short fragments of DNA or RNA sequences called reads. The sheer volume of data from these machines (3 billion DNA/RNA reads and 0.6TB per run [21]) needs efficient and high-performance computational tools [22] [18]. In order to process the genomic data it is usually mapped to the reference genome. However, if one is looking at novel transcripts (usually in the case of proteogenomics studies) then those genomic regions would not be present in the reference genome to begin with!. Hence complex transcriptome reconstruction algorithms are required. Due to enormous volume of the data, transcriptome assembly is complex and requires a lot of computational time and resources e.g. only 10’s of GB of data can take days to compute a transcriptome assembly [23] and can easily reach peta-byte level [24]. These NGS datasets have the inherent problems of storage and transmission due to their large volume and velocity.

B. Big Mass Spectrometry data and computational challenges

A typical mass spectrometer produces hundreds of thousands of complex stochastic spectra within hours which are a combination of mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio and intensity of the peaks and require complex algorithms for further processing [25] [26]. There are two parts of MS data that leads to computational bottlenecks: First is the volume of the data which can easily reach peta-byte level for millions of spectra (Thermo Orbitrap Fusion, SWATH-type data generation) and processing of billions of spectra will take unreasonably long amount of time. The other is the number of peaks per spectra that needs processing e.g. each spectra on average has 4000 peaks [27] and for 60k human proteins the distinct peaks that need to be compared is 240 million. This number is just for a single human proteome and multiple datasets are required for proteogenomics studies. The usual first step after production of the MS data is to search the raw spectra against a protein database to deduce peptides. The peptide identification is error-prone due to high noise, high dimensionality, and compounded isometry. The algorithms used [28] to search the spectra against a known database is one of the single most time consuming steps in the MS data analysis e.g. 1.5 days to search 26172 MS2 spectra (233MB mzXML file) and 33MB protein database file [29]. Processing millions of spectra will take impractically long time.

III. PROTEOGENOMICS DATA AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

In case of proteogenomics datasets the problem is compounded since, apart from millions of spectra, the databases against which search is done are also very large (especially for mammalian species) e.g. human genome has six billion residues in it and can lead to 600-fold increase in the size of the proteome database [14]. In contrast the current protein Uniprot database only needs 180MB for 250 organisms [30]. A major challenge for spectra-to-peptide match algorithms is that they are designed for small number of spectra which are to be matched to a small database which leads to poorly scaling matching algorithms. Further, high-confidence matches obtained using spectra-to-peptide match algorithms is close to 30% and this shortcoming is well documented [26]. Therefore the conventional techniques used for proteomics will prove to be useless due to poor scalability and lack of sensitivity.

At the very least a proteogenomics experiments has one genomic NGS data set which has to be reconstructed, one big proteome database created using six-frame conversion from genomic data and, one big mass spectrometry data sets. Generally at least two data sets are required to complete an experiment (1 control and 1 vehicle) and biologists perform a single experiment 3 times to confirm their observations. This makes 6 sets of NGS+MS data sets for a single experimental result.

In order to take full advantage of integrating two high-throughput technologies one would need a plethora of computational tools. Broadly speaking the integration and analysis presents two main challenges: 1) The enormous amount of
Future Research Directions:

The proposed storage solution also focuses on HPC solutions for decompression of data. The proposed parallelization technique on larger clusters. We will study the steps of this research would be studying the scalability of the proposed storage solutions for big data proteogenomics datasets. The proposed strategy allows for compression of big NGS and MS data sets. General propose storage solutions are not very efficient and specialized compression algorithms have been proposed [31]–[34]. However, these specialized compression algorithms suffer from poor scalability and HPC solutions are required [8].

To this end, we presented a parallelization strategy using a distributed-memory architecture for compression of big NGS datasets [8]. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to investigate domain decomposition strategy implemented on a memory-distributed architecture for compression of big Next Generation Sequencing datasets. The proposed strategy allows us to devise a highly scalable parallel algorithm, which exhibited linear-speedups for most datasets and gave a minimal communication footprint. The results with increasing number of processing units is shown in Fig. 1. The next steps of this research would be studying the scalability of the proposed parallelization technique on larger clusters. We will also focus on HPC solutions for decompression of data. Future Research Directions: The proposed storage solution should have the following properties: 1) compresses large amount of data in a short time using HPC architectures 2) decompress the data in an efficient manner 3) is specific to NGS/MS data sets and has excellent compression ratio 4) allow analysis on the compressed-form of the data without the need to decompression. Ultimately we will like to reach the forth kind of compression solutions for both NGS and MS data sets.

B. HPC transmission solutions for big data proteogenomics

Transmission of large datasets is accomplished using protocols such as FTP and HTTP. However, these protocols are designed for general purpose data transfer. Only two data-oblivious protocols are reported in literature for efficient transmission of NGS data [36], [37]. Both methods use FTP/HTTP protocols and multiple machines to increase throughput. We are not aware of any data-aware protocol for big genomic data. Future Research Directions: We assert that if the data is known a-priori (as in the case of proteogenomics) then we should be able to make the protocols more data-aware. Again for the sake of discussion we will assume that we are dealing with NGS data sets but the arguments are extendible for MS data sets. To this end, we have presented a data-aware HTTP-based protocol which allows efficient encoding of DNA nucleotides using limited number of bits [35]. This efficient encoding then leads to a faster transmission of the data using same bandwidth and traffic congestions. Transmission timing results are shown in Fig. 2. We are currently working on developing data-aware protocols which can encode data in an efficient way and can dynamically change the encoding scheme depending on the data being transmitted. Such a system, if successful, will allow us to transfer data on the fly using reconfigurable hardware such as FPGAs.

C. HPC analytic for big data proteogenomics

For the analytic part we will only discuss the peptide deduction problem using large databases in this paper. In case of proteogenomics studies, the database size increases many folds due to six-frame translation of genome into proteome [9] which makes the current serial version of the tools not scalable. HPC solutions have been proposed [38], [38]–[42] but most of them report incremental speedups with increasing number of processing units. These HPC algorithms assume a compute intensive parallel computing model and do not consider the data-intensive aspect. Hence most of them exhibit poor scalability with increasing number of processing units. Probably the most serious drawback is that the results from these parallel algorithms are different than the results of the serial version of the same algorithm [41]. Absence of architecture-aware algorithms and non-existent techniques to deal with big data (such as sampling, sketching or streaming) severely degrades the usefulness of these parallel systems which consequently leads to sub-optimal speedups. Future Research Directions: Big data is general is inflicted with the problem of spurious correlations. For HPC solutions to be useful and scalable for large volume of proteogenomics data, we will have to come up with useful similarity metrics that does not suffer from spurious correlations [9]. To this end, we have recently presented a novel metric, called F-set, for comparison of similarity of spectra [43]. F-set metric is based on the observation that consecutive peaks in succession are much more accurate metric than single peak metrics. The probability that consecutive sets of peaks would be common between spectra that are not related is very small and it has the potential to be a better similarity metric than individual peak counting techniques. Although F-set has been introduced as a metric to cluster spectra, it can be used as a scoring scheme.
for spectra-to-peptide match (SPM) algorithms [26]. A F-set metric will be a good starting point for creating metrics for SPM algorithms for proteogenomics since large number of sequences in the database leads to less sensitive matchings. Once we are able to deduce the peptides from proteogenomics data in a more confident way, we can move towards creating HPC solutions to SPM algorithms.

For future research, both compute-intensive and data-intensive nature of the problem should be kept into view. Assuming that the spectra are emitted at a high speed from the mass spectrometers. The proposed HPC algorithm should be able to sketch the spectra. This sketch is a rough estimate of the spectra which can be used in the future for deductions. The sketch serves two purposes: It allows us to get a rough estimate of the incoming spectra. It further reduces the number of comparisons that have to be made to the big database. Hence such an algorithm would be scalable for large number of spectra and/or databases. Another direction that we would like to take is introduction of data-reduction for MS data. The basic idea is that most of the peaks in the MS data are not useful for deduction of the peptide. Therefore, if one can eliminate most of the peaks using a low computational cost method, it would have tremendous effect on the computational capability of existing tools. To this end, we have presented our first preliminary study of using random sampling to eliminate large chunk of peaks from MS2 spectra while keeping the integrity of the data i.e. even after reducing the data by 50% we were able to deduce the correct spectra using standard search tools [7]. Although random sampling is low-complexity procedure and offers peptide deduction for a wide range of spectra; more accurate data-reduction methods will be investigated to improve the accuracy. As an initial point of investigation we will perform empirical studies using regular sampling, stratified sampling and accidental sampling. Further, MS data-reduction at higher-dimensions would be investigated. Note that the objective of data-reduction is not only to eliminate peaks that are noisy but also eliminate peaks that do not contribute to peptide deduction but are a computational burden in the spectra without any gainful conclusions.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Proteogenomics is a new and emerging area in systems biology and have the potential for transforming medicine with the introduction of personal genomics and proteomics in predictive and precision treatment for humans. However, the amount of data and the time it takes to analyze these data sets for useful information is a serious bottleneck for scientists as well as for clinical diagnostics. If useful research has to proceed, there must be plethora of efficient computational tools necessary to analyze these big data sets. Proteogenomics studies requires the scientists to generate and integrate data from two high-throughput technologies namely, next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, and mass spectrometers (MS). This integration of peta-bytes of data requires high-performance computing solutions for analysis, storage as well as transfer of these data sets. In this paper we have identified three broad areas where high performance computing can have a seminal effect in the area of big data proteogenomics.

One way to deal with big data is to compress these data sets which will lead to saving in compute time, I/O and bandwidth. High performance solution that can take advantage of ubiquitous architectures such as multicore and GPU’s are essential for quick compression of the data. Current general purpose compression tools that require decompression consume valuable time and resources for large data sets. Therefore, frameworks which allow scientists to access the data without decompression is vital for useful and efficient analysis of both NGS and MS data sets. The research will enable us to compress and compute on data sets which will save resource, time and I/O bandwidth required for cloud infrastructures used by most of the system biologists for NGS/MS data analysis.

Another area which is crucial for proteogenomics data is the transmission of these data sets. The current general purpose protocols used for transmission are not specific to NGS or MS data sets. In order to transfer data over communication networks, data-aware transmission protocols will be needed. These transmission protocols must be able to encode the omics data in a more efficient manner and hence must exhibit high-performance transmission of data. Such transmission protocols will be of immense advantage to systems biologists and clinicians.

High performance analytics is essential part of any big data problem. For the analysis of proteogenomics data sets HPC algorithms would be required. However, as is being witnessed, tools developed using conventional parallel computing models are likely to fail due to large volume of the data. The new generation of HPC algorithms should be designed keeping in mind both the data-intensive and compute-intensive nature of the proteogenomics problems. Therefore, novel sampling, sketching & streaming, data and dimensionality reduction techniques will be required along with efficient design of these techniques that can run on HPC architectures. Techniques that can exploit ubiquitous architectures such as multicore, manycore and graphical processing units (GPU’s) would be most beneficial to system biology and clinical labs who cannot host large clusters.
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